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It is the core issue of librarianship and it is the heart of the role of the library that is at stake here. Since I am not just print reliant I went online for the answers I needed. The article in the publication had misstated the conclusions of the AAUW study which completely altered the quality of the book review to which it was being applied. A librarian writing in a library publication about a book that other librarians will be selecting and the facts are wrong. The outcome of all of this will be costly for lots of people. True, I paid extra charges to the databases that unveiled my answers and also paid by using my time. In fact, I actually paid twice because I still had to pay for the public library even though they couldn't help me. Would I have paid the library instead for the added cost of getting me the answers? I don't know because they have never asked me.

Opinions aren't facts!
Before you write/e-mail/flame me, let me tell you that many librarians tell me this could easily be the case in their library. That they have either limited or no access to the fee databases or that they lack the in-house search skills to use them properly. Others tell me that while they have the access, the original source documents were not published online or are not in databases. Perhaps because of copyright issues, lack of awareness of the value of electronic publishing, lack of capability or just a focus on the report itself and no concern for dissemination, only the articles and opinions are available. The opinions, like someone on a talk show who makes a hair-brained inaccurate statement, begin to take on a life of their own and get quoted to the point where the trail is so muddy that it can't be traced.

Society has always been in conflict over the issue of learning the facts versus hearing what we want to hear even if deep down we know it conflicts. True information literacy and the ability of people to make informed decisions which will have positive outcomes has always depended on their access to accurate information upon which they will then draw their own conclusions. Facts in print-only form cannot always be taken as factual. Last month, the giant Fidelity Mutual funds had a computer malfunction and were unable to report their actual closing prices for a day. Someone in the company decided to just repeat the closing prices of the previous day in order to avoid admitting to the problem. Obviously those prices in the newspaper were wrong, factually incorrect. In reality they were a complete fabrication with no relationship to the truth. Yet, for thousands of libraries that rely only on print, these numbers will be taken as factual because they are the quotes in the newspaper for that day. There is no opportunity to alter these "quotes." The databases will have either corrected the numbers or so noted in the inquiry field for that day's data that the numbers aren't accurate. The information literate will have the truth and the illiterate will have a lie. In your own library, if you are print reliant only, has anyone gone back to the day in question and added a cautionary note to the financial section of that faithful Friday's newspaper?

The Role of Acquisitions
More and more it will be a team effort to insure that the best sources of information are available and acquisitions librarians will need to heighten their awareness of all the options available. Decisions will have to be made about the quality and the quantity of information and how much more is the correct information worth? It may mean leaving the systems of the past and even the vendors you have done business with for decades. A change in thinking from print to electronic requires an acceptance that information will be fluid and not locked in type. Access to the best and most accurate is far more valuable than possession of outdated or inaccurate information. You render a greater service to the customer when you tell her that you don't have what she wants than when you give her the wrong information.

Each time librarians allow opinions to be accepted as facts or inaccurate information to remain unchallenged, whether or not they agree with it, they have contributed to the increase in information illiteracy. The reliance on any single format for information sources will deprive a library of the opportunity to be a true value-added resource which helps people to seek out the truth. A noble calling indeed. ☛